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Abstract
Cell sorting is a fundamental phenomenon in morphogenesis, a process that leads to shape formation in living organisms. The sorting of heterotypic cell populations is produced by a variety
of inter-cellular actions, e.g. differential chemotactic response, adhesion, rigidity, and motility.
Via a process called chemotaxis, living cells respond to chemicals released by other cells into the
environment. Inspired by the biological phenomena of chemotaxis and cell sorting in heterotypic
cell aggregates, we propose a chemotaxis-based algorithm that sorts self-organizing heterotypic
agents. In our algorithm, two types of agents are initially randomly placed in a toroidal environment. Agents emit a chemical signal and interact with nearby agents. Given the appropriate
parameters, the two kinds of agents self-organize into a complex aggregate consisting of a single group of one type of agent surrounded by agents of the second type. This paper describes
the chemotaxis-based sorting algorithm, the behaviors of our self-organizing heterotypic agents,
evaluation of the final aggregates and parametric studies of the algorithm.
Keywords: Chemotaxis, Self-Organization, Sorting, Agents, Swarm Robotics

1. Introduction
Chemotaxis is the phenomenon where cells interact with other cells by emitting and responding to a chemical that diffuses into the surrounding environment. Neighboring cells detect the
overall chemical concentration at their surfaces and respond to the chemical stimulus by moving
either towards or away from the source [1]. The motions induced by chemotaxis may then lead
to cell-cell aggregation, complex pattern formation or sortings of cells, which then eventually
create large-scale structures, like cavities or vessels. The dynamic sorting of heterotypic populations, which results in the enclosure of one cell grouping by another, leads to the organization of
tissues during morphogenetic processes such as embryogenesis, organogenesis and tumorigenesis [2]. Beyond making contributions to developmental biology, cancer research and biomedical
engineering, the simulation of cell sorting can also provide paradigms that may be used to design
biology-based algorithms for self-organizing behavior.
Inspired by the biological phenomena of chemotaxis and cell sorting [3], we have developed
a distributed, self-organization algorithm that leads to the sorting of a mixed population of two
types of agents/cells. The design of the agents follows several principles. First, all agents in the
environment are autonomous. Each agent is an independent entity that senses the environment,
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Figure 1: Initial and ending configurations of a self-organizing two-agent-type system (blue T 1 agents and red T 2 agents).
The quality value of the initial state is 0.52 and final structure is 1.60.

responds to it, and then modifies the environment and its internal state. There is no master designer or a controller directing the actions of the agents. Second, the actions of the agents are
based on local information. Each agent emits a finite field that can be sensed by other agents
but only within a certain range. All the information received by an agent is gathered at its surface, namely the concentration of the cumulative field and contact with immediate neighboring
agents. Third, the behaviors of the agents are predefined. Agents of the same type have exactly
the same prescribed behaviors. However, the specific actions of each agent is determined by the
agent’s internal state and information gathered from the environment. Fourth, the agents have no
representation of the final, global shape to be formed. For example, agents do not know whether
they should be part of the outer layer of the final aggregate or the inner layer. They simply
emit chemicals and change their states based on chemical gradients sensed in the environment
and specific attachment conditions. Finally, the resulting aggregate emerges from the local interactions and behaviors. Rather than follow a centralized plan to produce the layered structure,
agents self-organize into such an aggregate based on distributed, individual behaviors and local
interactions.
In our algorithm, two types of agents are first randomly placed in a toroidal environment.
Agents emit different types of chemicals into the environment and follow the chemical gradients
sensed on their surfaces. Given the proper parameters, these agents self-organize from a random
distribution, in Figure 1 (left), into a central core of T 1 (blue) agents surrounded by a layer of
T 2 (red) agents, as in Figure 1 (right). Such sorting/organization is observed during embryonic
tissue formation or the differential clustering of cancer cells with varying degrees of metastatic
potential.
As for application domains, our self-organization algorithm would be most useful for directing the movements of a robot swarm. It could be used in a multi-robot rescue or surveillance
system, where one group of robots needs to surround another group of robots. Additionally the
algorithm could be employed to direct a sensor network to autonomously configure itself into
a specific spatial pattern. In the future, the agent-sorting algorithm could be utilized to form a
wire-like structure with reconfigurable microbots, by noting that the 2-D sorted structure resembles the cross-section of a wire. Having microbots sort themselves perpendicular to and along a
path-line would produce a structure with a central filament surrounded by a casing.
In a different context, self-organizing heterotypic agents may also provide a new paradigm
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for the design of software systems. If the agents are viewed as software modules, the 2-D Cartesian space in which they exist is seen as a more abstract parameter space and the chemical and
contact signals exchanged between agents are interpreted as more general information, the sorting algorithm provides an approach to the self-configuration of software modules that maximizes
information flow. In this case software modules (the agents) change their internal state relative to
some parameter space based on the information received by a small number of “nearby” (in terms
of the parameter space) software modules. The amount of information exchanged between modules would be inversely proportional to the distance between modules in the parameter space.
Modules that come “in contact” with each other, i.e. are within a certain distance, would form
permanent, high-quality, information-exchange connections. The information exchange between
non-connected modules (that lie within a finite distance of each other) would be dynamic and of
low bandwidth. The sorting algorithm would provide a distributed approach for determining the
internal parameter values of software modules in order to maximize a performance functional
for the whole software system. This approach would be a significant departure from conventional techniques of software development, which strictly define static channels for information
flow. Having dynamic channels for information flow offers the possibility of creating optimized,
self-configuring software systems.
In another spatial self-organization application, cell-like constructs, morphogenetic primitives (MPs), have been programmed to form simple 2-D shapes from a homotypic population [4, 5]. The study of cell sorting should assist in the development of algorithms for heterotypic MP populations that produce complex self-organizing geometric objects. This paper
describes the chemotaxis-based cell sorting algorithm, the behaviors of our self-organizing heterotypic agents, evaluation of the final aggregates and parametric studies of the algorithm.
2. Related Work
A number of computational models for simulating biological cell sorting in 2D or 3D have
been developed. A majority of the research uses the Cellular Potts Model (CPM), a lattice-based
model based on the large-Q Potts model, to investigate biological cell sorting in both 2D [6, 7]
and 3D [8, 9]. These models assume that differential adhesion, i.e. the Differential Adhesion
Hypothesis (DAH) [10, 11], is the main cause of sorting in heterogeneous cell mixtures. The
CPM model has a global energy function, based on contact energies between different cell types
and the extra-cellular matrix, that when minimized can sort two kinds of cells. In similar work,
Hogeweg [12, 13] studied the relationship between cell differentiation and cell adhesion, and
its affect on modes of morphogenesis within a cellular automata framework. More recently cell
sorting models based on self-propelled particles [14, 15] have been developed. These models
have been used to study the influence of intrinsic cell motility [16] and the relationship between
intercellular adhesion and surface tension [17].
Based on DAH and control theory, Kumar et al. used an artificial differential potential to
direct the segregation of heterogeneous agents into two separated groups [18]. Agents move
towards other agents of the same type and away from agents of a different type. Other research in multi-robot formation control or pattern generation usually involves a lead-following
approach [19], a global potential field [20] or requires a GPS system [21].
Computational biology models have also been used for self-organizing geometry and evolutionary computing. Fleischer explored a cell-based developmental model for self-organizing
geometric structures [22, 23]. Eggenberger-Hotz [24, 25] proposed the use of genetic regulatory networks coupled with developmental processes for use in artificial evolution and was able
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to evolve simple shapes. The combination of artificial evolutionary techniques and developmental processes provides a comprehensive framework for the analysis of evolutionary shape
creation. Nagpal et al. [26, 27] present techniques to achieve programmable self-assembly. Cells
are identically-programmed units which are randomly distributed and communicate with each
other within a local area. In this approach, global-to-local compilation is used to generate the
program executed by each cell, which has specialized initial parameters. This work has been
extended and applied to collective construction based on a swarm of autonomous robots and extended stigmergy [28]. Work has recently begun on bio-inspired self-organizing heterogeneous
systems. Doursat [29] utilizes artificial system growth inspired by embryogenesis as a model
for evolutionary design. Beal [30] presents the concept of Functional Blueprints, an engineering
approach for specifying the desired performance of and the means of incrementally correcting
deficiencies in grown systems.
A computational model of chemotaxis-based cell aggregation [31, 32] provided a framework,
paradigm and interaction constructs for designing the correct set of operations and parameter
values that produce the desired sorted result in our research. In this model, a virtual cell is
designed as an independent, discrete unit with a set of physiologically relevant parameters and
actions. Each cell is defined by its size, location, rates of chemoattractant emission and response,
age, life cycle stage, quiescent period, proliferation rate and number of attached cells. All cells
are capable of emitting and sensing chemoattractant chemicals, moving, attaching to other cells,
dividing, aging and dying.
Our agent sorting algorithm stands apart from previous work in many ways. While Nagpal et
al.’s [26, 27] work is bio-inspired, it focuses on agents that fold and grow into specific shapes and
require specialized markers in the environment. Werfel and Nagpal’s extended stigmergy [28]
approach utilizes homotypic agents that access a global coordinate system, as well as a shared
shape description, to produce objects with a pre-defined configuration. Other robotic swarm
techniques [19, 20, 21] utilize global or centralized information, again with homotypic agents.
Our work focuses on sorting a population of heterotypic agents. The Kumar et al. [18] technique
is able to demix a two-type group of agents into two separate amorphous clumps. This work
does not address the problem of directing a heterotypic swarm into a specific tightly-packed,
sorted formation. The work on more complex systems that form into shapes [22, 23, 24, 25,
29, 30] employs multiple mechanisms of morphogenesis, most importantly proliferation and
differentiation, i.e. the agents in these systems reproduce and change type. These two features
preclude these kinds of algorithms for use in our target application, robot swarm formation,
since robots cannot reproduce. The desire to keep the actions of the individual robots as simple
as possible also rules out differentiation as an agent attribute.
In comparison to previous work, our approach is unique in that it creates a tightly-packed
sorted structure from an initially mixed population. It is able to achieve this goal purely through
local interactions and simple behaviors. All agents of the same type are homogeneous. There is
no leader agent, and all agents of the same type are treated equally during the computation. The
agents in our algorithm do not know their position in the world, nor do they have a representation
of the final macroscopic shape. No global information or environmental markers are required to
produce the desired result. Our algorithm is an extension of a chemotaxis-based cell aggregation
model; we employ chemotaxis as a paradigm for controlling heterotypic agents. Agents simply
emit chemicals into their environment, follow the cumulative chemical gradients that they sense
at their surfaces, attach, detach, and self-organize into a sorted, layered structure.
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3. Chemotaxis-Based Agent Sorting Model
We have chosen to focus on chemotaxis, cell motility and DAH [11] as the main mechanisms
to include in an algorithm that produces sorting behavior in self-organizing heterotypic agents.
In our scenario, there are 200 T 1 (blue) agents and 200 (red) T 2 agents in a toroidal environment,
i.e. the top edge is connected with the bottom edge and the right edge is connected to the left
edge, which is 500 × 500 units in size. To be consistent with cell dimensions, 1 unit is equivalent
to 1 µm. All agents are the same size (radius = 6 units, a size consistent with many cells [33]).
Both T 1 and T 2 agents age (i.e. maintain an internal clock) during the simulation, and their
total numbers stay fixed. T 1 agents emit two chemicals (C1 and C2 ) into the environment, but
only respond to chemical C1 . T 2 agents do not emit any chemicals, and only respond to chemical
C2 . Collisions between agents may form an attachment, and once the attachment is formed, all
agents in the aggregate move with the same velocity.
A single simulation is comprised of a series of time steps, with each step equaling 60 seconds,
and runs for a simulated 90 hour period. Important parameters in the model are λi (magnitude
of response to chemoattractant i), PR (probability of responding to a chemoattractant), T S (time
between a T 1 agent’s first attachment and production of chemoattractant C2 ), PAttach (probability
of attachment) and PDetach (probability of detachment).
Our agent-sorting algorithm has been implemented by modifying a previously developed
chemotaxis-based cell aggregation simulation system [31, 32]. The work here extends the system
by defining multiple cell types with more complex behaviors. In the system, chemoattractants
are secreted from the agent’s surface symmetrically and diffuse radially. The concentration of
the chemoattractant initially secreted by a single agent at its surface is N0 molecules/units2
(N0 = 270 for both chemoattractants, i.e. C1 and C2 , in our experiments [34]). We assume that
a constant chemical concentration is maintained at the agent’s surface, creating a static, circular
chemical concentration field around each agent. Given this assumption, the chemoattractant
concentration within the field drops off as 1/r, where r is the distance from the agent surface [35]:
N0
, i = 1, 2.
(1)
1+r
It is known that once the chemoattractant concentration falls below a certain value, cells will
no longer respond to the chemoattractant [36]. This phenomenon allows us to define a finite
field around an agent with a radius of R Max (300 units for our simulations). Any agent within
a distance less than R Max to another agent is influenced by the chemoattractant emitted by the
other agent. An agent that is further away than R Max from an emitting agent does not detect its
chemoattractant and the detecting agent’s motion is not affected by the emitting agent.
Ci (r) =

3.1. Chemotaxis
Chemoattractant C1 is produced by all T 1 agents at all times. A T 1 agent’s production of
chemoattractant C2 begins after a certain amount of time (T S , 18 hours in our simulations) after
it has attached to another agent. C2 emission from T 1 agents then steadily increases until it
reaches a maximum rate (C0 ) at 24 hours. T 1 agents are attracted to chemical C1 and T 2 agents
are attracted to chemical C2 . In this sequence of events, T 1 agents first attract each other by
emitting and responding to chemoattractant C1 . This allows them to come together to form a
single “blue” aggregate of T 1 agents. As they begin to attach to each other, T 1 agents then begin
to emit chemoattractant C2 (18 hours after their first attachment); thus then attracting T 2 agents,
which form around and attach to the T 1 aggregate, as seen in Figure 4.
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Using a biology-based assumption that cells move at a terminal velocity because of the viscous drag imposed by their environment, the velocity of a chemotactically stimulated agent is
directly proportional to the chemical gradient of the cumulative chemical field (∇Cicum ) detected
at the agent’s surface. The chemical concentration of the cumulative field at any point in space
X is simply the sum of the individual chemical fields emitted by the agents that are within a
distance R Max of X. An agent’s velocity Vi is calculated as
Vi = λi ∗ ∇Cicum .

(2)

The velocity Vi of an individual agent is clamped to 1 unit/minute, a maximum velocity consistent with a typical chemotactic cell response if the units are considered to be microns [37].
The magnitude of an agent’s response to a chemoattractant is defined with parameters λ1 (in
response to C1 ) for T 1 agents and λ2 (in response to C2 ) for T 2 agents. A stronger response,
i.e. a greater value of λi , makes agents move faster and leads to shorter aggregation times. When
the chemotactic interaction between agents is weaker (i.e. for low values of λi ), slower aggregation behavior is observed. Given the velocity calculated by Equation 2, at each time step of a
simulation a displacement is calculated for each type of agent i,
∆xi = Vi ∗ ∆t.

(3)

Different response rates (λ1 and λ2 ) are assigned to each type of agent for each chemoattractant. The difference in the response rates of T 1 and T 2 agents to C1 and C2 , as described in [38],
is an important feature of our agent-sorting algorithm. We defined λ1 to be larger for T 1 agents
(10.0) than λ2 for T 2 agents (1.0) to induce T 1 agents to aggregate faster and form the core of the
aggregate. λ2 for T 1 agents is 0 and λ1 for T 2 agents is 0, so these agents do not respond to these
chemoattractants.
At each time step we probabilistically determine if the agent should respond to the gradient,
based on probability PR . If it is determined that agents should not respond to a gradient, or if no
chemical gradient is present, the agent takes a random step of 1 to 6 units. This feature implements a type of biased random walk that is influenced by the strength of the agents’ chemotactic
response [39]. For T 1 agents, this probability is constant at 50%.
We found through experimentation that PR for T 2 agents needed to be a function of the
chemoattractant concentration sensed at the agent’s surface in order to consistently produce the
desired final result. As the concentration of C2 increases, so does the probability that a T 2 agent
will move in the direction of C2 ’s gradient. We use the function
F(C2avg ) =

1 1
− ∗ cos(π ∗ min(C2avg , Cmax )/Cmax ),
2 2

(4)

to define PR for T 2 agents, where Cmax is 270 molecules/units2 in our simulations. C2avg is the
average C2 concentration sensed at the eight receptors on a T 2 agent’s surface. The equation
produces a smoothly increasing, then clamped, probability using a cosine function that begins at
zero and increases to 1 at Cmax , and remains 1 above this concentration value.
Agents may attach to each other and form aggregates of increasing size. Once an aggregate
is formed, all of the agents within the aggregate move with the same velocity, as defined by
Vaggr = Vavg /M,

(5)

where Vavg is the average of the velocities calculated for each agent in the aggregate as if it were
unattached, and M is the mass of the aggregate, i.e. the number of agents in the aggregate.
6

3.2. Attachments and Detachments
We assume that, similar to newly formed cells [33], agents are initially quiescent and are
unable to form attachments. Specifically, our agents do not form any attachments for the first 5
simulation hours. Additionally, we assume that agents do not form attachments unless they are
in contact with at least four other agents. Otherwise their own kinetic energy is able to overcome
the adhesion of just a few agents.
T 1 agents probabilistically start forming aggregates upon collision after 5 hours and this
triggers the production process for another binding chemical. Five hours after a T 1 agent forms
an attachment with another T 1 agent, it can start attaching to T 2 agents. These T 1 -T 2 attachments
trigger T 2 agents to also produce a binding chemical and in another 5 hours they are able to attach
to other agents as well.
If an agent is capable of attaching to another agent (i.e. it is older than 5 hours and has the
appropriate type and number of neighboring agents, 4 or more), it makes the attachment upon
collision with probability PAttach . This probability is a function of the type of agents involved in
the collision; thus implementing a form of differential adhesion.



100% i f both are T 1




(6)
PAttach = 
50% i f one is T 1 and one is T 2




10% i f both are T 2
T 1 agents have a greater chance of forming attachments and therefore create bigger aggregates
than T 2 agents. T 1 agents always attach with each other. T 1 -T 2 attachments only are formed
during half of the T 1 -T 2 collisions. T 2 agents only attach with each other 1 out of 10 collisions.
This behavior creates bigger and growing aggregates of T 1 surrounded by mostly single agents
of type T 2 .
There is some probability that the outer layer agents of an aggregate can detach from the
aggregate. We model this behavior in our simulation system with a probability of detachment,
PDetach . Agents with 3 or fewer neighbors are not considered fully surrounded and have a 30%
probability of detaching from their neighbors. When an agent detaches it takes a random step
of 1 to 6 units away from the aggregate to which it was previously attached. In the next time
step the detached agent detects and responds to the chemoattractant gradients. Since the length
of the random step is at most 1 agent radius, the separated agent usually returns and attaches
to the same aggregate within a short amount of time. Since the agent follows the gradient after
separation, detachments give the agent the ability to slide over their neighbors and attach to a
different location on the aggregate. Detached agents will move in a direction towards a greater
concentration of agents. We observed that including agent detachments in the algorithm led to
more circular final aggregates.
3.3. Agent Actions
The actions, and their order, taken by each agent at each time step of a sorting simulation are
detailed Figures 2 and 3.
3.3.1. T 1 Agent
At the beginning of a simulation time step, a T 1 agent emits chemical C1 into its environment.
If the T 1 agent is attached to another agent and if the time since that attachment occurred is later
than T S (18 hrs), the agent also emits chemical C2 into the environment. The chemical C1 is
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Figure 2: Computational flow chart for a T 1 agent during one time step of the agent sorting algorithm.
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Figure 3: Computational flow chart for a T 2 agent during one time step of the agent sorting algorithm.
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sensed at a T 1 agent’s surface and a concentration gradient is calculated. If no chemical gradient
is sensed at its surface, the agent takes a random step. If a gradient is sensed, with the probability
PR (50%) the agent moves in the direction of the gradient with a velocity proportional to λ1
(10.0) based on Equations 2 and 3, otherwise it takes a random step of 1 to 6 units.
If no collision occurs, the agent increments its age and goes to the detachment stage. If a
collision has been detected and the T 1 agent’s age is less than 5 hours, the agent does not form an
attachment and goes to the age increment stage. Otherwise the time since the first attachment is
checked. If this time is less than 5 hours the agent will form attachments only if it is surrounded
by 4 or more T 1 agents, i.e. it only forms attachments with other T 1 agents. PAttach is 100% for
T 1 -T 1 attachments. If the time since its first attachment is greater than 5 hours the T 1 agent will
attach to both T 1 and T 2 agents, if it is surrounded by 4 or more of them. PAttach is 50% for T 1 -T 2
attachments.
Once the attachment stage is complete, the agent increments its age. If the agent has less
than four attachments, with a 30% probability the agent will detach from its neighbors. Note that
an agent may become attached to another agent via the other agent’s attachment process, and
therefore may have fewer than four attachments.
3.3.2. T 2 Agent
At the beginning of a simulation time step, a T 2 agent senses chemical C2 at its surface and
calculates the chemical’s gradient. If no chemical gradient is present, the agent takes a random
step. The gradient is scaled by λ2 (1.0) and a displacement is calculated using Equations 2 and 3.
With probability PR the T 2 agent moves in the direction of the gradient of C2 , otherwise it takes
a random step of 1 to 6 µms. PR is an increasing function of the C2 concentration sensed on the
agent’s surface, defined by Equation 4.
If no collision occurs, the agent increments its age and goes to the detachment stage. If a
collision has been detected, but the T 2 agent is unattached, the agent goes to the age increment
stage. In other words a T 2 agent does not attach itself to another agent until another agent attaches
to it first. If it is attached, the time since the first attachment is checked. If this time is greater than
5 hours the agent will form attachments only if it is surrounded by 4 or more agents. Attachments
are formed with T 2 agents with a 10% probability, and with T 1 agents with a 50% probability.
Once the attachment stage is complete, the agent increments its age. If the agent has less than 4
attachments, with a 30% probability the agent will detach from its neighbors.
4. Results
We performed numerous simulations with our algorithm in order to determine which of its
parameters and associated values would produce the sorting patterns presented in [40, 41]. We
concluded that λi (magnitude of response to chemoattractant i), PR (probability of responding to
a chemoattractant), T S (time between a T 1 agent’s first attachment and production of chemoattractant C2 ), PAttach (probability of attachment) and PDetach (probability of detachment) have the
greatest impact on agent sorting outcomes. The parameter values that produce the desired result
pictured in Figures 1 and 4 are listed in Table 1 and Equation 6. These values show that T 1 (blue)
agents strongly respond to C1 (λ1 = 10), but do not respond at all to C2 (λ2 = 0). T 2 agents
respond weakly to C2 (λ2 = 1.0), and do not respond to C1 (λ1 = 0). Since PR is the probability
that agents will respond to a chemoattractant, it can be seen that T 1 agent’s response to C1 remains constant at 50%. A T 2 agent’s response to C2 is an increasing function (Equation 4) of the
9

Figure 4: Simulation of self-organizing heterotypic agents sorted into a layered structure. T 1 (blue) agents emit a
chemical that attracts other T 1 agents, forming a central blue core. Then they emit a second chemical that attracts T 2
(red) agents, forming the outer layer.
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Type
T1
T2

λ1
10.0
0.0

λ2
0.0
1.0

PR
0.5
F(C2 )

PDetach
0.3
0.3

TS
18 hrs
-

R Max
300
300

Table 1: Parameter values that produce sorted structure with the highest quality value.

C2 concentration sensed at the agent’s surface. 18 hours is the time needed between a T 1 agent’s
first attachment and production of chemoattractant C2 (T S ) for the desired sorting to occur.
As seen in Figure 4, the two agent populations are initially mixed. Since the blue T 1 agents
strongly and always attract each other, they quickly form small aggregates, which then ultimately
come together to form a single blue grouping. Red T 2 agents initially move randomly in the
environment before the production of C2 begins. After T S and the start of C2 production, T 2
agents become more strongly attracted to T 1 agents. T 2 agents then close in to form a tightly
packed layer around the T 1 agents. Note that the agents move on a hexagonal grid [31] with a
1 unit distance between each grid location. This low-level constraint influences the aggregate’s
resulting large-scale outer shape.
All of our sorting simulations required approximately 15 CPU-minutes of computation time
on an Apple MacBook with an Intel dual core 2.0 GHz processor and 1GB of RAM.
5. Parametric Studies
We categorize the parameters in our system into agent and environment parameters. Agent
parameters include λi , PAttach , PDetach , T S , PR and R Max , and are associated with each individual agent. Environment parameters include agent number, environment size, noise and initial
conditions. Once the desired sorting result was produced, a series of parametric studies were
performed to explore the influence of these parameters on the shape and structure of the final
aggregates.
5.1. Sorting Quality Evaluation
In order to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the emergent layered sorted structure, we
have defined an evaluation measure based on the distribution of the two types of agents in the
final aggregate. This measure produces a scalar that is able to quantify the quality of the sorted
structure and allows us to compare and rank different results.
Since the desired structure is a round disk with T 1 (blue) agents in the center and T 2 (red)
agents surrounding the center, we have devised an evaluation measure that is maximized when the
sorting process produces the sought after result. The evaluation measure is based on the location
of the red and blue pixels in the final image of the aggregate. The first step in its computation
involves calculating the centroid of the blue pixels, Center. The average distance between the
centroid and the blue pixels, then the red pixels is calculated,
1 X
Rblue
=
Dist(pixeliblue , Center)
(7)
avg
n
blue
pixeli

Rred
avg

=

1
m

∈T 1

X

Dist(pixelired , Center),

pixelired ∈T 2
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(8)

(b) quality = 1.08

(a) quality=0.76

Figure 5: Effect of chemoattractant gradient response λ1 and T S on sorting. (a) λ1 = 1.0; (b) T S = 6 hours.

where n is the number of blue pixels and m is the number of red pixels, and Dist() is the Euclidean
distance between a pixel and the centroid of the blue pixels. Given these values we calculate the
standard deviation of the distances between the individual blue and red pixels to the centroid,

σ

blue

σred

=
=

v
t

v
t

1
n
1
m

X

2
(Rblue
− Rblue
avg )
i

(9)

red 2
(Rred
i − Ravg ) ,

(10)

pixeliblue ∈T 1

X
pixelired ∈T 2

where R∗i is the distance between pixel i and Center. Finally, given the standard deviations
a quality measure is defined that has a maximum value when the desired sorted structure is
generated,
quality = 100/(σblue + σred ).
(11)
We should note that since the sorting is computed in a toroidal environment, an aggregate
must first be centered in its image [42] before the quality measure is computed. Acceptable
sorted results can be seen in Figures 1 (right) (quality = 1.60), 4 (bottom-right) (quality = 1.55),
7 (right) (quality = 1.42) and 9 (right) (quality = 1.41). Note that all of these results have a
quality value above 1.4.
5.2. Agent Parameters
In order to explore the influence of the agent parameters, we initialize the agents with the
optimal parameter values listed in Table 1, and then modify the value of a single parameter to
demonstrate its effect on the sorting behavior.
5.2.1. λi
Figure 5(a) presents the effect of chemoattractant gradient response parameter λ1 on sorting results. The figure shows disrupted aggregation when the response of T 1 agents to the C1
chemoattractant chemical is reduced. Slower blue agents cannot form into a single well-sorted
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aggregate, before being engulfed by the red agents. Increasing λ1 does not affect the sorting outcome, it just makes the blue agents form a single aggregate more quickly. There is a relationship
between λ1 and T S . λ1 determines how quickly blue agents form a single aggregate. They must
form this aggregate before the red T2 agents begin to move towards blue agents, an action whose
timing is determined by T S . Changing λ2 does not significantly affect the sorting result. As long
as the blue agents have enough time to form the central core, the speed of the red agents simply
determines the time at which the final sorted configuration is achieved.
5.2.2. T S
T S is the elapsed time between when a blue T 1 agent makes its first attachment and when
it begins C2 production. T S hours after blue agents begin to attach to each other, red agents, in
response to increasing levels of C2 , begin to move towards blue agents, causing the red agents to
enclose the blue aggregate(s). After several simulations we observed that T S = 18 hours gives
the best results. Figure 5(b) presents the result when this time is reduced to 6 hours. A premature
aggregation of red T 2 agents prevents the blue agents from forming a single, symmetric core. Increasing T S beyond 18 hours does not change the final desired sorted aggregate, it just lengthens
the time to produce this result.
5.2.3. PAttach
The probability of attachment PAttach is a function of the types of agents that come into contact, as seen in Equation 6. In order to explore the role of attachment probability during agent
sorting, simulations were performed where the probability of blue-blue (B-B), blue-red (B-R)
and red-red (R-R) attachments were given all combinations of 10%, 50% and 100%, producing
27 agent sorting results. Most combinations of these probabilities produced some reasonable
form of agent sorting. Interestingly, setting the probability of R-R attachments to 100% usually
disrupted the desired agent sorting configuration, as seen in Figure 6. With attachment probabilities of B-B = 50%, B-R = 100%, R-R = 100% the sorting algorithm produced two approximately
sorted structures, as in Figure 6(a). Attachment probabilities of B-B = 50%, B-R = 50%, R-R =
100% further disrupt the agent sorting process, producing a singly connected, somewhat chaotic
strand in Figure 6(b). Attachment probabilities of B-B = 100%, B-R = 10%, R-R = 100% produces another slightly-ordered strand-like structure in Figure 6(c). When all attachment events
produce attachments between agents (B-B = 100%, B-R = 100%, R-R = 100%) an even more
uniform strand is produced, as in Figure 6(d). Note that since the simulations are performed in
a toroidal environment the left edges of these images are connected to the right edges. All of
these examples highlight the importance of weak R-R attachments when producing the desired
sorted result. If red agents strongly attach to each other they prematurely form red aggregates
that interfere with the aggregation of the blue agents. The blue agents need to aggregate freely
with each other. The red agents need to stay unattached until they engulf the solid blue core later
in the simulation.
5.2.4. PDetach
Defining PAttach by Equation 6 and setting PDetach to 0, i.e. once an attachment is made it is
never broken, produces a less desirable sorted result. In the scenario of Figure 7(a), the permanent
attachments formed during random collisions trap red T 2 agents inside the blue core, and also
prevent the agents from collapsing into a single mass; thus producing interior holes. Allowing
some detachments, as Figure 7(b), where PDetach = 0.1, does improve the result, but still produces
some holes and trapped red agents.
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(a) quality=0.56

(b) quality=0.59

(c) quality=0.68

(d) quality=0.61

Figure 6: Effect of PAttach on sorting, (PAttach (blue − blue), PAttach (blue − red), PAttach (red − red)). (a) (50%, 100%,
100%); (b) (50%, 50%, 100%); (c) (100%, 10%, 100%); (d) (100%, 100%, 100%).

(a) quality=1.12

(b) quality=1.42

Figure 7: Effect of PDetach on sorting. (a) PDetach = 0; (b) PDetach = 0.1.
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(a) quality=0.58

(b) quality=1.09

(c) quality=0.56

(d) quality=0.63

Figure 8: Effect of changing PR for T 1 agents (blue). (a) PR = 10%; (b) PR = 20%; (c) PR = 80%; (d) PR = 100%.

5.2.5. PR
The probability that an agent will follow the gradient of a chemoattractant chemical is defined
as PR . If the probability of gradient following is too low no aggregation is observed, as seen in
Figure 8(a). As the probability increases blue T 1 agents start forming a single aggregate. A
tightly coupled aggregate is formed when PR is 20%, as in Figure 8(b). It can also be seen in this
figure that some blue agents never connect to the main blue aggregate because of their diminished
response. The desirable aggregate shape is produced when this probability is between 40% and
70%. Our experiments showed that an increase in T 1 ’s PR from 0.7 to 0.8 significantly changes
the agent sorting behavior. Once this parameter is over 0.7, T 1 agents do not come together
into a well-formed single symmetric structure. For PR equal to 80%, as in Figure 8(c), two
separate blue aggregates are formed. When PR is set to 1, i.e. there is no randomness in the
chemotactic response, T 1 agents clump into a somewhat chaotic elongated structure, as seen in
Figure 8(d). This highlights the need for noise and randomness in the sorting process in order to
ultimately achieve an ordered final structure. If there is no noise in the movement of the agents,
the randomness of the initial conditions is incorporated into the final sorting result. Once again
recall that our simulations are conducted in a toroidal environment, so that the top of this long
structure connects to the bottom.
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(a) quality=1.03

(b) quality=0.46

(c) quality=0.96

(d) quality=1.41

Figure 9: Effect of constant PR for T 2 agents (red). (a) PR = 10%; (b) PR = 30%; (c) PR = 50%; (d) PR = 75%.

The effect of a constant PR value for T 2 agents was also studied, instead of using a gradually
increasing function based on the local chemical concentration, as in Equation 4. Figure 9 shows
the effects of varying the T 2 agents’ constant PR value on the structure of the final sorted agents.
Setting PR = 10% produces a result where red agents form a loosely packed cloud the around
blue agents. See Figure 9(a). Once this parameter is over 10%, T 2 agents aggregate more strongly
and begin to surround the blue T 1 agents. At PR equal to 30% the T 2 agents’ behavior interferes
with the aggregation of the T 1 agents, and the T 1 agents remain in separate groups, rather than
aggregating into a single large structure. Since the response stays constant (and relatively weak)
throughout the simulation these smaller aggregates stay isolated from each other rather than
forming one single aggregate. See Figure 9(b). Strengthening the T 2 agents’ aggregation (PR =
50%), as in Figure 9(c), brings the separate groups into a single, mixed aggregate. Further
increasing PR for T 2 agents to 75% and higher, as in Figure 9(d), brings more order to the
aggregation and produces a barely acceptable sorted result.
5.2.6. R Max
R Max defines the radius of the chemical field emitted by one agent that can be sensed by
other agents. In other words, if two agents are within the distance R Max they are able to interact
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(a) quality=0.49

(b) quality=0.65

(c) quality=0.54

(d) quality=1.21

(e) quality=0.88

(f) quality=0.65

Figure 10: Effect of changing R Max for both T 1 and T 2 agents. (a) R Max = 100; (b) R Max = 150; (c) R Max = 200; (d)
R Max = 250; (e) R Max = 450; (d) R Max = 500.
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with each other via their chemical fields. Changing R Max influences the final sorted structure. If
R Max is not large enough, instead of forming one single sorted structure the two types of agents
form multiple sorted structures, as seen in Figures 10 (a), (b) and (c). However, if R Max is too
large, more and more agents begin to interact with each across the toroidal boundaries of the
environment, which disrupts the sorting process, as seen in Figures 10 (e) and (f). R Max values
that are close to the optimal value of 300, e.g. 250 (as in Figure 10(d)), 350 and 400, produce
nearly acceptable sorting results.
5.2.7. Acceptable Range of Parameter Values
Analyzing the results of the studies of the agent parameters, we identified the ranges of
parameter values that produce the desired, sorted configuration and summarize them in Table 2.
The desired sorted structures have a quality value above 1.40.

Type
T1
T2

λi
≥3
> 0.0

PR
0.4 – 0.7
≥ 0.75

PDetach
≥ 0.1
≥ 0.1

PAttach
R-R: < 1.0

TS
≥ 9 hrs
-

R Max
300 - 325
300 - 325

Table 2: Parameter value ranges that produce desired sorted structure.

These parameter value ranges may be better understood within the context of a robot swarm
application. For this application, distances can be measured in centimeters and time can be
measured in seconds. Robots would not interact via chemical signals, but rather with radio
signals that communicate the distance between a pair of robots. The robots would have the
ability to attach to each other. A single robot would have a diameter of 12 cm, and its maximum
velocity would be 1cm/s. The parameter values of Table 2 are valid for 200 T 1 (blue) robots and
200 (red) T 2 robots, initially mixed in a 500 cm × 500 cm arena. These values will produce a
single sorted structure, where the T 1 (blue) robots form a central core surrounded by a layer of
(red) T 2 robots, as seen in Figures 1 and 4.
The λ parameters are scale factors used to determine a robot’s velocity, given the gradient of
the cumulative “chemical” concentrations in the environment (Equation 1). A λ1 value of 3 or
greater will guarantee that the blue robots are fast enough to aggregate into a central core before
time T S , the time when the blue robots send out a signal that attracts the red robots. Within a cell
context, where the blue agents’ speeds are determined by the value of λ1 , it was found that T S
needed to be at least 9 hours. This value gave the blue agents sufficient time to aggregate. In the
robotics scenario, the time units would be minutes rather than hours. It was found that the speed
of the red robots did not affect the final outcome of the sorting, as long as it was non-zero. The
value of λ2 only affects the time needed to produce the final, desired configuration.
PR , the probability that a robot will respond to a “chemical” signal, needs to have different
values for the T 1 and T 2 robots. Values between 0.4 and 0.7 provide enough randomness in the
T 1 aggregation process to allow the robots to “shake” into the desired central blue core. Once
this core is formed, the T 2 robots need a strong and mostly deterministic (PR ≥ 0.75) response to
their attracting signal in order to create a tight and confining layer around the blue core.
The value PDetach , the probability that robots will detach from each other, has a small lower
bound (0.1). We also found that PAttach , the probability that two robots will attach to each,
only significantly affects the sorted outcome when the probability that one red robot attaches
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to another red robot is 100%. This situation tends to disrupt the sorting pattern. These results
indicate that an attachment capability may not be necessary for robots in a swarm application, a
point that requires further study.
A robot will only interact with another robot, i.e. exchange distance information, if the robot
is within a distance of R Max . We found that in order to produce a single sorted structure with 400
simulated robots within a 500 cm × 500 cm arena R Max needed to be between 300 and 325 cm.
If R Max is lower than this range, multiple sorted structures are produced. Our parametric studies
highlight the fact there is a complex relationship between arena size, robot density and R Max that
warrants further study. See Section 5.3.1 for additional comments on this issue.
5.3. Environment Parameters
In order to better understanding the influence of global parameters on agent sorting, we explored the parameter space associated with the system level of our simulations, such as agent
density (by changing the size of the agent population and the computational arena), noise in the
system and the initial distribution of the agents. While fixing agent parameters to be the ones in
Table 1, we modified environment parameters one at a time in this study.
5.3.1. Agent Density
The density of agents in the computational arena may be varied by either changing the total
number of agents or changing the size of the arena. We have conducted both of these experiments
and a sampling of the resulting sortings are presented in Figure 11. When the density is low and
the agents are spread apart from each other, the blue agents are unable to come together into
a central core, either because the distances between agents prevents interaction or because the
agents don’t have enough time to aggregate before the red agents attempt to enclose the blue
agents. This can be seen in Figures 11 (a), (b) and (c). Here the densities are 0.0006, 0.0008 and
0.0008 agents per unit squared. In Figures (a) and (b) density is lowered by increasing the size
of the arena. It can be seen in Figure (b) that the blue agents formed three separate clumps. For
comparison, the agent density for the “optimal” result in Figure 4 is 0.0018 agents/unit2 .
As density increases to near the optimal value a sorted structure with a high quality value
emerges, as in Figure 11(d). Further increasing density, by increasing the number of agents as in
Figure 11(e) and decreasing the size of the arena as in Figure 11(f), disrupts the sorting process.
The toroidal structure of the computational environment leads to the agents forming a single,
connected aggregate. In Figure 11(e) a slightly sorted structure is formed. Increasing the density
in Figure 11(f) significantly degrades the quality of the sorting.
5.3.2. Noise
If an agent does not detect a chemical field or if it collides with another agent without attaching, the agent makes a random movement during that time step of the simulation. Also, all
agents do not always follow a detected chemical gradient, they take random steps with a certain
probability. The magnitude of the random movement has an impact on the final sorted structure.
For example, when the step size is too small, e.g. 1 unit per random movement during a single
time step, agents are unable to sort properly, as seen in Figure 12(a). There is insufficient noise
in the system for the agents to achieve the global minimum of the well-sorted structure, to use a
Metropolis algorithm [43] analogy. The initial randomness of the system is evident in the final
result. Recall that we found the optimal magnitude of the random step to be 1 to 6 units, with
the radius of an agent being 6 units. Increasing the magnitude of the random step to be between
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(a) quality=0.42

(b) quality=0.40

(c) quality=1.17

(d) quality=1.38

(e) quality=0.83

(f) quality=0.61

Figure 11: Effect of agent density. (a) 8002 grid, 400 agents, density: 0.0006 agents/unit2 ; (b) 7002 grid, 400 agents,
density: 0.0008 agents/unit2 ; (c) 5002 grid, 200 agents, density: 0.0008 agents/unit2 ; (d) 5002 grid, 500 agents, density:
0.0020 agents/unit2 ; (e) 5002 grid, 600 agents, density: 0.0024 agents/unit2 ; (f) 4002 grid, 400 agents, density: 0.0025
agents/unit2 .
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(a) quality=0.60

(b) quality=0.76

Figure 12: (a) Structure formed after decreasing the magnitude of noise during movement. (b) Increasing the magnitude
of the movement noise disrupts the sorting process.

6 and 12 units also prevents proper sorting, as seen in Figure 12(b). Note the probability of
taking a random step for blue agents is constant at 50% and is a decreasing function of the C2
concentration for red agents. This explains why the red agents have mostly formed into a single
encircling mass, while many of the blue agents create a “cloud” on the outside of the aggregate.
Red agents are less affected by the magnitude of the random step, since in general they make
fewer random movements.
5.3.3. Initial Condition
All previous sorting simulations began with a uniform random distribution of the agents’
positions. In this set of experiments, we explored the effect of utilizing different distributions
when initializing the positions of the agents. Three experiments were performed. The first used
a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation (σ) of 1. The distribution was sampled up to 3σ to produce starting locations for the agents, as seen in Figure 13(a). The second
experiment used a Landau distribution that was sampled in the range -6 to 10. A typical initial
condition from this distribution is presented in Figure 13(b). In the final experiment we used the
Gaussian distribution for the red agents and the Landau distribution for the blue agents, as seen
in Figure 13(c). Utilizing the distributions in this manner generates initial conditions that are
opposite the desired result, with the red agents predominately near the center of the environment
and surrounded by blue agents. 100 agent-sorting simulations were performed with each of the
initial conditions. Out of the 300 simulations only one had a quality measure above 1.4. This
was produced from the mixed Gaussian/Landau distribution, and is presented in Figure 13(c).
In fact, most of the simulations produced unacceptable sorting results, with the average quality
measure for the Gaussian distributions being 1.09, 1.15 for the Landau distributions, and 0.919
for the mixed Gaussian/Landau distributions. The best results for the other two distributions are
also presented in Figure 13, with the Gaussian distribution having a top quality value of 1.27,
and the Landau distribution having a top quality value of 1.36. With one exception, we have only
been able to produce the highest quality sorting results (with a quality measure above 1.4) with
simulations that have an initial uniform random distribution of the agent locations.
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(a) Gaussian initial conditions, quality=1.27

(b) Landau initial conditions, quality=1.36

(c) Mixed Gaussian/Landau initial conditions, quality=1.49
Figure 13: Initial agent distributions and final, sorted results for a variety of initial conditions. (a) Gaussian distributed
initial condition, best sorted result; (b) Landau distributed initial conditions, best sorted result; (c) Red agents with
Gaussian distributed initial condition, blue agents with Landau distributed initial conditions, best sorted result.
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6. Conclusions
We have presented a 2-D chemotaxis-based algorithm that successfully creates a layered,
sorted structure from heterotypic self-organizing agents. Our agents’ behavior may be considered self-organizing because the agents do not know their global position, do not contain a
representation of the shape to be produced, are not assigned a location in the final configuration, only interact with neighboring agents, base their actions on local and internal information,
agents of the same type (red or blue) execute the same program, are not directed by a centralized
controller and therefore do not act to minimize a globally evaluated function. We are able to
achieve a self-sorted result by following a chemotaxis paradigm inspired by cell biology. Agents
emit chemicals into the environment and follow gradients of the accumulated chemical field, as
well as perform prescribed actions like probabilistic attachment or detachment. By adjusting
the parameters of the algorithm, we are able to produce a specific layered configuration from a
two-agent-type population, with each type having different chemotactic, adhesion and motility
properties. We have performed parametric studies that highlight how these parameters and environmental conditions affect sorting results, as well as identify the parameter value ranges that
produce the desired result.
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